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Tolima colombia zip code

From the 1930s to the early 1960s, the volume of mail — especially business mail — increased significantly, and the need for a better system became apparent. On July 1, 1963, the USPS introduced the ZIP Code (Zone Improvement Plan) system. In 1967, the ZIP code became mandatory on all mail. A ZIP code is a five-digit number
representing a specific location in the United States. Extended ZIP + 4 code adds four extra points for a hyphen and an even more accurate location. Here's how it works: Advertising represents the first issue state. As you move westward, the number increases. Part of each of the several states — 2, for example, represents the District of
Columbia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia. The second and third digits represent regions within the state - the first three digits create sectional center facility (SCF) code. SCF mails are regional headquarters for sorting and distribution. The fourth and fifth points represent more specific areas, such as
post offices and postal delivery areas within a city or city. Zip+4 consists of four additional digits that identify a specific segment of a five-digit distribution area – such as city blocks, office buildings or individual high-volume mail receivers. Non-mandatory ZIP codes were introduced in the United States in 1963. Robert Moon, a postal
inspector with the United States Postal Service, proposed the ZIP code system as of 1944. The United States Postal Service began using double-digit field codes in 1943 to define postal areas in big cities. Starting in 1967, zip codes progressively became mandatory. The term zip comes from the acronym for area improvement plan. The
original zip code was made up of 5 digits. In 1983, ZIP+4 was introduced to make delivery more efficient in densely populated areas. Colombia is one of the most diverse countries in the world, full of contradictions and contradictions. It brings together the otherworldly landscapes of high plateaus (parmos) and cloud forest, and tantalises
tourists with pristine beaches on remote islands and distant snow-covered mountains. The urban and contemporary art scene tells columbia stories of reality, past and present, and you can't help but notice colonial, indigenous, and modern cultural influences. Consider these activities on a trip to Colombia, including whale watching, visiting
a coffee plantation, wine tasting, and salsa dance. 01 of 20 address Bogota, Colombia Bogota is often the first port of call for visitors coming to Colombia. On a trip from El Dorado airport to downtown Bogota, one of the first things people notice is the city's beautiful street art. Multistory buildings and tunnel walls have provided canvases for
both Colombian and international street artists and over the years, laws against graffiti in Colombia have been relaxed to protect and encourage street artists. City projects, exhibitions, and art galleries are all across Dedicated to promoting urban and contemporary art. For expert insights and a guided tour of some of the best murals in the
La Candelaria neighborhood, join the Bogota graffiti tour at 10 p.m. or 2 p.m. on any day of the week. 02 of 2 addresses Antioquia, Colombia Colombia is the world's third largest coffee producer and specializes in the production of high-quality Arabica coffee. There's so much coffee to learn about that a trip to a coffee farm should be an
absolute while you're in Colombia. Although Colombia's coffee triangle includes the Pereira-Moneyjols-Armenia region of Antioquia, coffee is actually produced throughout the country. The best way to learn about the coffee production process is to visit a local farm and get your hands dirty. Andes Ecotours' traditional coffee farm tour works
with family-owned coffee farms just outside Bogota. On this hands-on tour, you'll see different plantations and learn about the traditional and modern techniques used in coffee production. You will choose coffee cherries, help process them, and learn about the drying process. Finally, you'll roast and grind coffee beans and sit down to
enjoy a nice cup of Colombian coffee that you made yourself- from scratch. 20 out of 03 Oxford Scientific/Getty Images The visit to Chingaza National Park is a chance to discover rare Parmo ecosystem and some resilient wildlife species that live in this beautiful but inaccessible environment. Just two hours' drive from Bogota and
spreading in an altitude of 3,400-3,800 meters (12,467 feet) leave you a little breathless, you'll find climate conditions ranging from freezing rain to the often burning sun in a single day. Wear layers of waterproof clothing that you can peel when needed. You'll encounter the spiky, strange-looking weak, iconic plant of Parmo, and if you
venture quite deeply into the park, you can also glimpse the extremely shy Andean spectacle bear. 04 of 20 Richard McManus/Getty Images Address Vía Soacha, Km. 8, Soacha, Mosquera, Cundinamarca, 250057, Columbia Phone +57 1 3683114 If you ever dreamed of sleeping in a treehouse as a child, Chicaque Natural Park might
just be a dream come true. Chikak is located in the cloud forest ecosystem just an hour outside Bogota and provides a home for more than 300 different bird species, including hummingbirds and toucanets. Visitors interested in staying at the park overnight can book a night at any of the park's two treehouse ecolodges, both of which
provide great views over the reserve. The Big Oak Nest is more basic of two lodgings, allowing six people to spend the night in sleeping bags on the 25-meter-high platform. Tanager's nest offers greater comfort as a cabin and roof built around a walnut tree eight meters from the ground. It has double and single beds and a toilet within the
cabin. On weekends, the park runs the Chick Express bus service from the Terreros Transmittneo bus station in Bogota. Continue until 5 20 down. 20 out of 05 passengers 1116/Getty Images The Villa de Leva is a three-hour bus journey from Bogota and one of the most photogenic towns in central Colombia. Upon arrival, before heading
out of town to the country's finest vineyard, the city's main square is a great starting point for sightseeing. Plaza Mayer is surrounded by white washed buildings and has a stunning mountain background. There are so many great photo angles that you will easily spend an hour with your camera. The taxi ride from the bus station to Ain
Karim/Marques de Villa de Leva Winery takes about 20 minutes. This winery has won high quality awards for their wines. For about USD$7 you get a half-hour tour of the vineyard, production facility and wine cellar, followed by wine tasting work on the terrace. 06 of 20 Taylor McIntyre/TripSavvy Address Cartagena, Cartagena Province,
Bolivar, Colombia The Caribbean port city of Cartagena is a melting pot of color, culture, and taste. The walled town (known locally as San Diego) is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and brightly colored colonial buildings adorned with exotic flowers look like something out of a painting. The best way to experience cartagena's old town is to
get involved in a walking tour and continue the search on its own later. Cartagena is something for everyone. There is a wide range of boutiques for fashionistas, art fans will love the Museum of Modern Art, and foods will be spoiled by a vast range of gastronomic offerings. For some spectacular views and a cold beer at the end of the day,
head to Café del Mar on the city wall at sunset — more than compensating for the price of beer. 07 of 20 Kaveh Kazemi/Contributor/Getty Images Address Barranquilla, Atlantico, Columbia Barranquilla Carnival is the second largest in Latin America and a celebration of Colombia's culture and folklore. Carnival Ash starts on Saturday
before Wednesday and brings people from all walks of life together. The first day begins with a battle of flowers, the biggest parade of the entire festival, including the coronation of the carnival's king and queen. The streets fill with floats and vibrations with cumbia music, while performers in glittering costumes dance in sync. On the second
day, the Grand Parade adds a whole series of folk music to salsa, samba, and mix, while street parties continue on the third day all over Barranquilla. The final day is dedicated to The Death of Josalito, a fictional character symbolizing the joy of carnival and whose burial marks the end of the festivities. The main events of the first and
second day of the carnival take place on main street, through 40, with joselito's death procession starting the final day on the streets Carrera 54 and Calle 58. 20 of the 08 Thierry Monse/Contributor/Getty Images While lush forests and mountains meet the Caribbean Sea, The Park Tyrona is one of Colombia's natural treasures. The
photos are as stunning as a camera Quite can't capture the true beauty of this place. The nearest cities are regular buses from Santa Marta to Tyrona. These drop passengers at the entrance to the park, ride away from the beaches about an hour's walk through the woods or a cheap van. The forest trails are well marked and it's a beautiful
hike to the beaches. The park only allows a limited number of visitors each day, so go there early and avoid going on a national holiday (of which Colombia has many). And, do not forget the bug spray. Stay up to 9 out of 20 below. 09 of 09 Thierry Monasse / Contributor/Getty Images Now as Lost shows its name, La Ciudad Perdida is the
most important former Columbia archaeological site in Colombia, located deep in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta National Park. The site consists of 216 circular and quadrangular shaped stone roofs and tile roads and was founded by native Tairona people in around 800 A.D. The four-day trip to The Lost City is a rewarding experience
for backpackers with strong fitness and endurance levels, or a five- or six-day trek for those who prefer to go slow. Tours usually cost around $350 USD per person, including basic accommodation, food, snacks and activities. 10 out of 20 Gilles Barbier/Getty Images Address Uribia, La Guajira, 441039, Colombia If you can't think of
anything better than sleeping under the stars in the open air hammock in one of the most isolated places on earth, Punta Galinas is where you need to. At the tip of south America's north most, Punta Gallinas is a wild and isolated place where sand dunes connect deserts and seas. It's not easy to get to and the infrastructure in this area is
very initial, so it's a good choice for adventure seekers. Rancheria Udta runs a 2.5-hour shuttle service from Riohacha Airport to their accommodation in Cabo de la Vela, a small coastal village that is home to indigenous Wayuu people. Transport for Punta Gallinas departs from Cabo at dawn and takes about four hours. The main
attraction of Punta Gallinas is the magnificent Taroa sand dunes slope from the beach to the desert, and which you can roll all the way down just before you enjoy a refreshing swim in the sea. 20 Jesse Kraft/EyeEm/Getty Images Address Providencea, San Andres y Providencea, Columbia Providencea is a beautiful Caribbean island of
5,000 people just 50 miles from its better known neighbor, San Andres Island. This is the different location, combined with the fact that it's not cheap to do, means that Providencia has not yet been overwhelmed by tourism and has a more authentic Caribbean vibe than San Andres. There are no direct flights from the mainland, so you'll
need to fly to San Andres first and then take a separate 20-minute flight with Sapina Airlines to Providencea. The price of the short flight alone is around $150 dollars. Once you're there, rent a bike and go search; Motor by one of providencea island It only takes half an hour to circuit Next, head to the Deep Blue Hotel and grab a motorboat
to the beautiful Cayo Cangrejo (Crab Cay), a small uninhabited island just off the main island. Rocks, fish, and turtles around the cay make for some excellent snorkeling, and there are some stunning 360-degree views from the top of the hill. For a funny preview of life in Providencia, check out the movie Bad Lucky Goat. With a full-year
average temperature of 20 Tripsavi's 12/Lara d'Agostino address medellin, Medellin, Antioquia, Colombia 23 C (73 F), Medellin is also called the City of Eternal Spring. Its warm climate, fun city vibe, and spectacular surroundings have made Medellin equally popular with tourists and expats alike. Once you see the spectacular displays at
the Antioquia Museum and visit the beautiful Botanical Garden, head to the Aquido metro station for a metrocable and prepare itself for some stunning panoramic views across the city. Take a cable car to the Santo Domingo neighborhood to enjoy the scenery, then hop back and continue to the beautiful Arvi Park. Enjoy the fresh air and
stroll through the woods before heading back down to the trendy El Poblado neighborhood for the night away party. Continue to 13 out of 20 below. 13 of the 20 Gilles Barbier/Getty Images Address Bahia Solano, Mutis, Bahia Solano, Choco, 276038, Colombian humpback whales migrate from the Antarctic to warm waters of Colombia's
Pacific region between July and September every year. Bahia Solano and El Vale are great options for whale viewing in the Department of Chocó and offer various hotels and eco-lodges, such as humpback tortoises, whale-watching tours. In addition, the nearby Utria National Park is a picture of beauty and biodiversity, with great hiking,
kayaking and bird watching opportunities. The easiest way to get to this remote coastal area is to fly with Medellin to Satna Airlines. 14 of 20 Chris Jackson/Getty Images Address Km 11 Via Al Vale del Kokora Salto, Salto, Quintio, 631027, Columbia Phone +57 310 2275091 The Kokora Valley is just half an hour away from the beautiful
town of Salenko in the Quindio Department of Colombia. The valley of huge palm trees is surrounded by wide stretches of cloud forest, forest, and lush green farmland, and there are many hiking routes to choose from. Jeep to the valley around 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m., and 11:30 p.m., and travel back to around 5-6 p.m. if you just want to
snap a few shots of giant wax palms before heading back, ask around and rent a Jeep you have to take any time there before 4 p.m. it's just a half-hour walk down from the trail to the main valley. However, if you're aiming to make one of the 6-hour hike through the Kokora Valley now, you'll need to head out early. The hike now involves a
muddy hard trip through the woods and several river crossings, but there are incredible views over the valley as a reward for your efforts. There are no trails Well marked so you'll need to download or buy a map of the area in advance. 20 Juan Madrigal Photo/Getty Images Address Cali, Vale del Kaka, Colombia In Cali, the streets pulse
to a salsa beat as music emerges from nearby houses, bars, and even supermarkets. Cali is the salsa capital of Colombia. Callie salsa is much faster than other salsa styles, and as local couples begin to dance, their legs soon become blurred. It can be a bit intimidating if you want to get out there and give it a try. But with a few salsa



classes under your belt, you'll soon learn how to get into rhythm, and locals will be happy to slow it down with beginners. Rimo Studio offers private and group salsa classes and Topa Tolondra or Tin Tin Dev nightclubs are great places to practice their moves after class. 20 Sasicha Rubesch/EyeEm/Getty Images Address San Gill,
Santander, Columbia Thrill seekers must head straight to San Gill in Colombia's Santander department. From canyoning and rafting to paragliding and bungee jumping, San Gill has it all. There are two options for paragliding. The first is a short flight of 10-20 minutes (depending on weather conditions) in Curity, a about half-an-hour drive
from San Gill. This can be a good option for beginners or for those who lack time or money. The second and better option is to visit Colombia's largest valley in Chikamocha National Park for an hour's visit. Considering the valley during flight are probably the best you'll see in Colombia, and you'll have about 30-40 minutes in the air with an
instructor, which took you away from the same place you took (i.e. not at the bottom of the valley). Parapenet Chikamocha offers paragliding, kayaking and quad biking tours around San Gill. Stay up to 17 out of 20 below. 20 Jesse Kraft/EyeEm/Getty Images Address Barichara, Santander, Colombia The beautiful Barichara bus is just an
hour away from San Gill and those picture postcards are one of the places you just have to visit. The cobbled roads of this upward sloping city are back in the early 18th century and are so well preserved that Barkhara appears to be frozen in time. Ancient whitewashed colonial houses and red tile roofs make it hard to take a bad picture
wherever you are in town, but you'll find some spectacular views of the surrounding countryside at Parque Para Las Artes. You can see the best of Barkhara in half a day, so this is a good day-travel option from San Gill. 18 out of 20 Kim Schandorff/Getty Images Address Leticia, Amazonas, Colombia Colombia Amazon as well as Brazil or
Peru is not developed for tours such as the Amazon, so accommodation is much more basic than that. But it's still worth a visit to the opportunity to see wildlife in the virgin rainforest. Leticia is the main urban hub and is the jumping point for the tourism of the rainforest. Sergio Rojas, a local guide, community-based tour company
Amazonas launching jungle tours Provide help to provide employment The community in Puerto Narinio offers tourists a more authentic experience of amazon. These tours immerse visitors in Amazon culture by providing accommodation with indigenous families and encouraging participation in community activities. Local guides from the
village take visitors to jungle walks and boat trips to see pink river dolphins and caimans, and bird spotting and bird watching tours. It's a great way to experience life in Colombia's Amazon. 19 out of 20 address Tatacoa Desert, Vilvija, Huela, 411027, Colombia is one of the reasons why people say Colombia is magical realism, and the
Tatacoa desert is a perfect example. This surreal, desert-like landscape easily belong to another planet. During the day you can go hiking, riding, and quad biking through the desert. But it's at night that magic really begins, ending incredible stargazing opportunities with amazing sunsets and sunrise book. So it's worth staying overnight in
the desert if you can. The Pennon de Constantino Hotel has an ideal setup for outdoor stargazing, with private rooms and small cabins scattered across the property. The Tatacoa Observatory also deserves a visit on a clear evening and has binoculars that you can use under the guidance of the resident astronomer. Trying to plan a trip to
Tatacoa close to the new moon as the deep night sky will provide optimum conditions for stargazing (but bringing a flashlight as it pitches out will be black). Neva tatacoa is the nearest city to the desert. From there, it's 45 minutes to the local town of Villavieja, and then a 15-minute taxi ride to the desert. 20/Getty Images address Yopal,
Cassane, Colombia A trip to Colombia's Eastern Plains, or Llanos Orientales as they are called in Spanish, to experience the diversity of Colombia's wildlife and landscape. Lanos is one of the best-kept secrets in the country. From cowboy culture to flooded forests, rolling savannas, rivers and lagoons, the region has an enormous
potential to develop ecotourism. Opportunities to see wildlife are fantastic, whether you're exploring on foot, in an open safari jeep, or canoeing through flooded forests. Look for giant anteaters, howler monkeys, scarlet macaves, anacondas and the world's largest rodent, Capibara. If you're really lucky, you can also catch a glimpse of the
elusive Jaguar. Lanos also has some of the most spectacular sunsets and the best quality beef in Colombia. The best time to visit is during the dry season from November through April. Day tours from Yopal City are available from the Aventura Eco Tour. tourism.
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